RATE CARD 2018

VERSION2 ADVERTORIALS
STRENGTHEN YOUR BRAND THROUGH STORYTELLING
When we produce an Advertorial for your company, you can
be certain that we create content where the message and
layout is customised to our readers and users. In its basic
form an advertorial is a sponsored article. And when we,
along with the customer, establish the content, our job is to
advise on how the message gets the best impact and reach
as many readers as possible.
We have many years of experience of how to engage with
the engineer and it professional audiences. We know that
technical content and knowledge sharing are elements that
work well with the readers and users. We know the types
of content that are percieved as exciting and credible, and
what will quickly be percived as a sales pitch.
Sponsored content is advertisement where the message
has been adjusted to the context and featured in-stream.
This means that it is part of the editorial content flow - and
marked as ‘sponsored content’ and the layout is separated
from editorial news through another background colour.

Sponsored content is produced by Mediehuset’s PR bureau
”Tech Relations”, that are knowledgeable on the topics.
The benefits of sponsored content are numerous. Our analyses show that users spend at least the same amount of time
reading well written and stark angled advertorials as they
do on editorial articles, and the recollection is higher than
on classic ads. The secret is to engage your audience. Advertorials provide you with a great possibility of ‘meeting’ our
readers through expert knowledge and get into depth with
a specific topic. In addition, online adverorials have the
unique benefit of not getting blocked by ad-blockers.
We integrate call to actions in standard advertorials in
agreement with you. Other types of media such video, images and graphics are also well suited to advertorials.
An advertorial is featured on the front page of version2.dk
for a week and is send out once in Version2’s newsletter.
PRICE DKK 28.500 incl. production

ADD ON’S
•
•
•

•

Re-publishing online DKK 18.500
Facebook-boost DKK 6.200
With an Ingeniøren Facebook-boost you ensure that
the advertorial will reach a larger audience. You get
a targeted post with your advertorial on Ingeniøren’s
Facebook page, where it reaches a minimum of 11.000
users. Furthermore, the post can be posted on your
own company’s Facebook profile. A report on reach is
included in the price.
Skype interview DKK 6.200

VERSION2.DK
Monthly users 175.000
Daily users 17.000

